The Path to Mastery
the art of creating a caring community

Eden Registry Membership is recognition of your organisation’s commitment to culture change. It requires a shift from a medical care model to a person directed care model. When you apply to become an Eden Registry member, you begin to systematically implement the 10 Eden Principles in your home or organisation. It is through implementing and embedding the 10 Principles that you will create an environment to eliminate Loneliness, Helplessness and Boredom…and thus a life worth living.

Create the Vision, Educate your teams, Implement for success.

Where do you start?
In order for an organization to join the Eden Alternative® Registry, the CEO / General Manager, Director of Nursing, Clinical Care and Activity Department heads must receive the three-day Certified Eden Associate training. This is a minimum requirement to assure that key formal leaders within the organization have the knowledge, information and resources they need to successfully lead the organization on the Eden Alternative journey.

Over time you would also train approximately 20% of your frontline team as Eden Associates. Shorter courses are also available.

Which Eden Principles are first?
Focus on Eden Principle 2 - “creating a Human Habitat” (Home) and Eden Principle 10 – “providing wise leadership”. You receive an Eden plaque when you meet the criteria for each.

Resources available
• Certified Eden Associate training
• Eden Principles Checklists and Starter kit
• The Eden Alternative Handbook
• On-line Eden warmth surveys
• Haleigh’s Toolkit, DVD’s & other resources

Benefits of Eden Registration:
• Increased occupancy
• Improved financial results
• Reduction in poly-pharmacy
• Improved quality indicators and benchmarks
• Lower staff turnover and use of agency staff
• Improved staff, client and resident satisfaction
• Accreditation & certification compliant
• Improved Market position
• Community awareness that edenising homes are different

Changes you will see...
• Homes rather than homelike environments
• Improved wellbeing and participation in life
• Greater community engagement
• Increased volunteers and visitors
• Empowered teams, residents, clients, families
• Companion animals
• Innovation and creativity

Contact:
Eden in Oz & NZ Ltd
P.O. Box 8017, Camberwell North
Victoria 3124 Australia
M: 0437 739 779
E: registry@edeninoznz.com.au
W: edeninoznz.com.au
Facebook.com/edenoznz